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Preliminary analy,;e/> of phosphorus (P2O5), potasium (K2O) and humus were 
carried out on soii from the neol.ithic and chalcolitic stations of Iclod, Tureni, both 
in Cluj county, and Parţa, in Timiş county as well as from prehistoric and historic 
siles of Cluj.:.Napoca. The investigation contributed to a more thorough delimita
tion · of the archaeological stratifications. At this stage, definite historical conclu-
sions a1·e difficult to be coricluded yet the data are useful from methodological 
point of view. 

The pedologica! sampling is due to M. Preda in Baciu - str .. Nouă by M. 
Preda (from CCB) in a settlement belonging to Petreşti culture, phase A - ÂB,. 
with a culture layer about 3 m thick revealed intresting results contributing to a 
better understanding of the archaeological stratigraphy. We examined the evol\J
tion of phosphorus (fig. 1) and potasium (fig:· 2) determined by Egner-Riehem and 
Gedersit method, which are currently used in the chemistry of the soii (Obrejanu 
1.964; for the application on the pedologica! analyses in archaeology. 
· Comparing the two diagratils to the archaeological stratigraphy established ~y 

Zoia Kalmar based on colour, consistence of the soii, and the traces of the inha
biting complexes, we can notice a high increase of phosphorus at the depth of 
2.00 m which of correspond to the beginning of the Petreşti culture phase A and 
Vinca C elements. In the later phase (Vinca C) an important change in the mana
gement of animals takes place especially by the increasing number of ovicaprine. 
This could explain a higher increase from the layer I (see fig. 1-2) and the ar
chaeological stratigraphy of the site. 

An increase of phosphorus takes place in the layer IIb (Petreşti AB) too. The· 
damage due to the burning of some houses was not noticed in the potasium dia
gram, though this was expected, but it can be noticcd a decrease of phosphorus. 
Its st1dden increase from the layer Ilc and the subsequent decrease, in the time 
of the cultural hiatus from the Baciu stratigraphy observed between 1.8-2 m, per
fectly corresponds to the archaeological observations. The potasium diagram also 
revealed this hiatus. 

The pedologica! sampling is due to M. Preda and T. Piciu in Cluj-Napoca -
Baba Novac square. The sampling was carried out at a depth where the soii was 
aot m.ixed with layers of the depth between 0.60-2,60 m, corresponding to the me
dieval cellars, remote layers. In a late neolithic settlement, belonging to Iclod 
group, to an early stage I/II. The stratigraphicaJ observations are similar to the 
results from Baciu (see the periodicity in fig. 3-4). 

The analyses from Baba Novac square revealed an indirect correlation bet
ween phosphorus and potasium. To the increase of phosphorus at -2.10 m, 
-1,70 m, -1.40 m corresponds a decrease of potasium and vice versa: the increase
of potasium from -1.70 m, -0.50 - 0.60 m is associated to a decrease of phospho
rUs (see fig. 3-4). The problem should be further investigated. The stratigraphioal 
separations coincide with the variations of phosphorus and potasiwn at the depth 
-2.55 m, levei Ila; 1.8 and 1.6 m, levei 3a and 3b. 

The soii analyses on the bank of the river Someş from the cemetery A from 
Iclod, shows important oscillation of potasium (fig. 6c) and of phosphorus (fig. 6b). 
From the depth of 1.30 m geologica! perturbations take place. l\.t a depth greater 
than -1 m the value are characteristic for the time of phase Iclod I and prior, 
a time when the A area was an agricultural one then it was a burial area. At a 
depth of -0.90 m, potasium decreases, a situation wich took place ln the Roman 
and late Roman period as weLJ as early Middle Ages the habitation being only at 
200-300 m distance, towards NE. 

The analyses from Tureni-Carieră (fig. 10) show significant oscil!ation which 
are archaeologically relevant. Those of phosphorus (fig. 7) have two oscillations at 
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0.30 m and O.SO m depth, the last belonging to layers in which where found trace.s 
from the Btonze Age. The increase could be associated with tht-se data. 

The analyses from Tureni-Poderei an area with an intense habituation situa
:ted on a terrace with a cuLture layer about 1.5 m thickness and about 7-8 pe
•riods of habi,tation, shows a direct correlation between the two diagrams. An in
. crease of potasium (fig. 11) corresponds to the increa.se of phospboru.._ from 0.45 m 
,/Bronze Age level; fig. 8). The situation is repeated at 0.60 m in a C.Oţofeni levei, 
at 0.90 m, in the centre of the second 1'ayer from Tiszapolgar culture, as well as 
,,t 1.20-1.3 m on top of the eneolithic layer. The decreas of potasium from 1.40 m 
ctepth correspond to an hiatus period, archaeologically noticed with U1e artefacts 
from rthe Cluj - Cheile Turzii - Lumea Nouă and Petreşti culture .. 

The analysis of the absolute values from fig. 13 and 14, show separate clus
ters for different station.s, -such as the case of Tureni-Carier4 data. These results 
are caracterisecl by a simple disturbation. The other samples are caracterize<l by 
bimodal curvcs as those from Cluj-Baba Novac, Tureni-Poderei. PhosphortL'> ha'> a 
more uniform distribution (fig. 14) and a bimodal distribution being noticed only 
for Iclod A data. 

A hierarchical clasification of the pedologicul samples from Rc1ciu (fig. 15) 
~hows n cl05c correlation between carbon and humUs (a,; one parameler is calcu
lated from the other) as well as between pH, phosphoru„ and pota~ium from the 
wil (the correlation coeficient is 0.86 see dendrogram 15). 

The pedological analyses were also used for observations diffe::-ent from thcne 
of stratigraphical nature, i.e. for the delimitation of certain archaeological an·a. 
One case was the station from Parţa (Dogaru - Gherghen 1981) when the data pro
ce?ssing gave new information about the archaeological area. 


